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In an April 21 speech at the University of Kansas (Lawrence), Assistant Secretary of State for InterAmerican Affairs Elliott Abrams said the argument that containment is the only alternative to
political change in Nicaragua was inaccurate. Such a policy, according to Abrams, would cost a
"great deal of money" and "probably not even produce stalemate." The alternative to containment
and other policies, he said, is the current one: continue supporting the thousands of Nicaraguans
who are fighting to bring democracy to their nation. "Freedom may not come in a few months; it
may not come this year, but it will come...One day the Nicaraguan democratic resistance will be so
strong that the Sandinistas will face a choice: to live up to their democratic promises," or be removed
and replaced by "more representative leaders." Major factors Abrams cited to explain why "we need
not retreat to the illusions and defeatism of containment" in Nicaragua are as follows: Ideas and
values such as freedom, nation, land, church and family were "powerful" in Central America, and
were "all on the side of the Nicaraguan resistance." The debate within the opposition was a sign
of strength instead of weakness. "It is precisely the debate that would be happening in Managua
right now if the Sandinistas would allow it." The contras' Radio Liberacion was a new and welcome
source of information "for a people weary of government propaganda." Renewed US military aid
has allowed the rebels to exert pressure on the Sandinistas and show citizens "that the current
dictatorship, like the previous one, is not invincible." Congress will continue to support the contras.
"I believe that when they (Congress) consider the alternatives, they will realize that in the absence
of a decent settlement...a policy that abandons the resistance would amount to a sellout that leaves
the future of Central America in Soviet hands." According to Abrams, a secure future for Central
America depends on bringing democracy to Nicaragua. "Democracy need not be brought by war:
a negotiated settlement could work if the Sandinistas would open the political system to the many
different groups of Nicaraguans they have driven into exile."
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